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Abstract
A review of published three-dimensional, computational fluid dynamics models for proton exchange membrane fuel cells
that accounts for multiphase flow is presented. The models can be categorized as models for transport phenomena,
geometry or operating condition effects, and thermal effects. The influences of heat and water management on the fuel
cell performance have been repeatedly addressed, and these still remain two central issues in proton exchange membrane fuel cell technology. The strengths and weaknesses of the models, the modelling assumptions, and the model
validation are discussed. The salient numerical features of the models are examined, and an overview of the most
commonly used computational fluid dynamic codes for the numerical modelling of proton exchange membrane fuel cells
is given. Comprehensive three-dimensional multiphase flow computational fluid dynamic models accounting for the
major transport phenomena inside a complete cell have been developed. However, it has been noted that more research
is required to develop models that include among other things, the detailed composition and structure of the catalyst
layers, the effects of water droplets movement in the gas flow channels, the consideration of phase change in both the
anode and the cathode sides of the fuel cell, and dissolved water transport.
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Introduction
In recent years, fuel cells have become an important
clean energy technology, and thereby a serious contender to replacing some of the traditional power systems
which rely on fossil fuels. Fossil fuels produce a signiﬁcant amount of pollutants and they are rapidly depleting resources. Thus, it is becoming increasingly diﬃcult
to ignore the critical role that fuel cells can play in the
diﬀerent energy mix scenarios of many countries.
Besides their environmental advantages, in general,
fuel cells oﬀer many other advantages over conventional energy conversion devices. They directly convert
chemical energy of the fuel into useful work, without
requiring any thermodynamic cycle. Thus, their practical eﬃciency in direct electrical energy conversion can
reach as high as 60%.1
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Proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells which
are the focus of this review article have high power
density and operate at relatively low temperatures,
which make them well suited for automotive power
system, as well as power generation systems for buildings and portable electronics.
However, despite this, PEM fuel cell economics,
especially the high capital and working expenses associated with their fabrication and testing, constitute a
major obstacle to their rapid development. To tackle
this issue, computational ﬂuid dynamic (CFD) modelling and simulation can be used to rapidly gain important insights into PEM fuel cell working processes.
These include ﬂuid ﬂow, mass and heat transfers, and
chemical reactions inside the fuel cell, which can provide critical information needed for the optimization of
PEM fuel cells.
Most reviews on PEM fuel cell CFD modelling
provide a general discussion of a wide range of
CFD models for PEM fuel cell. This review focuses
on published 3D multiphase ﬂow CFD models. The
idea is to create a focused review, aiming at critically
analysing the quality of the models meeting these
criteria by discussing their strengths and weaknesses
and identifying outstanding issues instead of conducting a broad historical overview of the published
literature.
The review is organized as follows. The next section
deﬁnes four basic concepts that are essential to understanding the subsequent sections. ‘Rationale for PEM
fuel cell CFD modelling’ section gives the rationale for
the use of CFD in PEM fuel cell modelling. ‘Literature
3D multiphase ﬂow CFD models’ section reviews the
literature’s PEM fuel cell 3D multiphase ﬂow CFD
models according to their areas of investigation.
‘Multiphase ﬂow models and phase change’ section

examines multiphase ﬂow modelling and the implementation of phase change in the reviewed papers.
‘Numerical procedures’ section outlines a number of
salient numerical features of the reviewed models.
‘CFD codes for PEM fuel cell modelling’ section provides an overview of the most commonly used CFD
codes for PEM fuel cell modelling. ‘Summary and outlook’ section summarizes the review highlighting future
trends in the PEM fuel cell modelling.

Essential concepts
Transport phenomena
The study of transport phenomena is a multidisciplinary subject that draws on science and engineering
concepts as diverse as ﬂuid mechanics, mass transfer,
heat transfer, and electromagnetism. Each one of these
concepts deals with a speciﬁc transport phenomenon.
The transport of momentum is dealt with in ﬂuid mechanics, the transport of mass of various chemical species
is considered in mass transfer, the transport of heat is
explained in heat transfer, and the transport of charges
is depicted in electromagnetism.2
The physical quantities that are transported within a
PEM fuel cell are mass, momentum, chemical species,
thermal energy, electrical current, and ionic current.
To describe the transport of these physical quantities
in the diﬀerent components, the conservation laws in
terms of rate of accumulation and generation/consumption are used.
Thus, the transport phenomena occurring within the
cell can be represented by the solution of the conservation equations. The generic governing equations for
PEM fuel cell models and applicable component are
given in Table 1.

Table 1. Generic governing equations for PEM fuel cell models.3
Equation
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Electrical charges r  ðe re Þ ¼ Se

All components except gas flow channel

(6)

Ionic charges r  ði ri Þ ¼ Si

Catalyst layer, membrane

(1)
(2)
(3)

PEM: proton exchange membrane.

Gas flow channel, gas diffusion layer, catalyst layer
Gas flow channel, gas diffusion layer, catalyst layer
Gas flow channel, gas diffusion layer, catalyst layer
All components
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Multiphase flow
Multiphase ﬂow refers to ﬂuid ﬂows consisting of two
or more phases, with a phase being a solid, a liquid, or a
gas that coexist with another solid, liquid, or gas.
The most common types of multiphase ﬂows are the
two-phase ﬂows and the three-phase ﬂows. The twophase ﬂows include gas–liquid ﬂow, gas–solid ﬂow,
liquid–liquid ﬂow (e.g. oil–water mixtures in pipelines),
and liquid–solid ﬂow. The three-phase ﬂows
encountered in engineering applications include
gas–liquid–solid ﬂow, gas–liquid–liquid ﬂows (e.g.
gas–oil–water ﬂows in oil recovery systems), and
solid–liquid–liquid ﬂows (e.g. immiscible liquid–liquid
reaction in which a solid phase is formed).
The diﬀerent phases forming a multiphase ﬂow are
usually separated by an identiﬁable boundary which
constitutes the interface between two phases. The interfaces are where the transfer of material, momentum,
and energy may occur between the phases. The modelling of multiphase ﬂows is immensely challenging and
often requires a sound understanding of the various
multi-physics phenomena that are involved.
In PEM fuel cells, multiphase transport originates
from the production of liquid water by the oxygen
reduction reaction and the phase change processes
(evaporation and condensation).

CFD
CFD is a sub-discipline of ﬂuid dynamics that employs
a set of highly sophisticated numerical methods and
algorithms to solve and analyse problems of ﬂuid
dynamics and beyond.4 The problem under consideration is usually formulated mathematically using partial diﬀerential equations.
Since the CFD method is based on computational
analysis, before any of the CFD numerical methods
and algorithms can be used to compute practical
numerical solutions, these must be translated into a
computer program often referred to as CFD codes.
CFD codes are usually written in a high-level computer
programming language such as C or Cþþ.5
In general, a CFD-based analysis is performed in
ﬁve major steps: (1) problem deﬁnition, (2) mathematical model formulation, (3) pre-processing and mesh
generation, (4) solving, and (5) post-processing. Some
of these steps must be repeated multiple times in order
to obtain the desired results.
The problem is usually deﬁned in its simplest possible form that still accurately describes the actual real
world system under consideration. The mathematical
model is used to formulate the problem mathematically, describing the details of the ﬂow. The pre-processing and mesh generation sets the various ﬁelds of
interest before the start of the simulation and discretize
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the ﬂow domain into computational mesh consisting of
volumes or cells. In the solving step, the diﬀerential
model gets replaced by a system of linear algebraic
equations which are solved using algorithms. Finally,
the post-processing oﬀers the means to visualize the
simulation data in order to inspect the details of the
ﬂow.

PEM fuel cell
The basic operating principle of fuel cells which consist
of reversing water electrolysis to generate electricity
from hydrogen and oxygen was discovered by
William Grove in 1839.6 Although the technology has
matured signiﬁcantly, this same principle still deﬁnes
the operation of current PEM fuel cells.
Thus, simply put, a PEM fuel cell is an electrolytic
cell that runs on hydrogen and oxygen. Its working
process can be a multiphase reaction process, generating heat while converting chemical energy into electrical
energy without producing any greenhouse gases.
Working principle. There are three key components that
form a PEM fuel cell. A solid polymer membrane sandwiched between two electrodes, a negatively charged
electrode (anode), and a positively charged electrode
(cathode). Both the anode and the cathode contain a
catalyst layer (CL), a gas diﬀusion layer (GDL) with
micro-porous layers, and a bipolar plate (BP) with gas
ﬂow channels (GFC). The schematic representation of
the operation of a single cell is shown in Figure 1.
The cell is fed with hydrogen at the anode side and
oxygen at the cathode side. These two gases

Figure 1. An illustration of PEM fuel cell operation.
PEM: proton exchange membrane.
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subsequently react together to provide chemical energy
for conversion to electrical energy. However, due to the
ineﬃciency in the energy conversion, a portion of chemical energy is converted to waste heat instead of
electricity.7
The overall electrochemical reaction as shown in
equation (9) is the sum of the reactions occurring at
the electrodes (anode and cathode), given in equations
(7) and (8), respectively.
At the anode
H2 ! 2Hþ þ 2e

ð7Þ

1
O2 þ 2Hþ þ 2e ! H2 O
2

ð8Þ

At the cathode

Overall
1
H2 þ O2 ! H2 O
2

ð9Þ

Electrical current is created by the movement of electrons, resulting from the splitting of hydrogen into protons and electrons at the surface of the catalyst. The
electrons travel from the negatively charged anode side
to the positively charged cathode side, following an external circuit that connects the two electrodes through a
load, whereas the protons travel through the membrane.
At the catalyst of the cathode side, they meet with oxygen
that is fed on that side to form water and produce heat.3
The product water may be in vapour or liquid form.
Liquid water formation depends on the water vapour
saturation pressure and temperature. The presence of
excess liquid water can be problematic in PEM fuel
cells, as it can create a phenomenon known as ﬂooding.
Flooding has a negative eﬀect on mass transfer. Hence,
to protect the integrity of the fuel cell, the product
water and waste heat generated during the operation
must be continuously removed.
Liquid water may be transported out of the cathode
CL through the cathode GDL and then the cathode
GFCs. Fuel cells may be ﬁtted with cooling units at
the BPs to deal with the waste heat.
The operating principle of PEM fuel cells may well
be simple and basic, but the phenomena occurring
during their operation are highly complex. They involve
electrochemical reactions, species and charge transport,
mass transfer, heat transfer, and multiphase ﬂows.
Sound knowledge of these multi-physics phenomena
is therefore critical in PEM fuel cells optimization.
Components. As described in ‘Working principle’ section, a single cell consists of a polymer electrolyte membrane sandwiched between two electrodes. As

Figure 2. Schematic of a single-cell PEM fuel cell with straight
channels.
PEM: proton exchange membrane.

illustrated in Figure 2, each electrode has a BP with
GFCs, a GDL, and a CL.
BP. The BPs (also known as the collector or
separator plate) are electrically conductive plates
which separate the gases in adjacent cells in the stack
while connecting the individual cells electrically. They
provide housing for the GFCs and a structural support
for the stack.3 The heat generated within the membrane
electrode assembly (MEA) is transferred to the cooling
system through the BPs. Electrons are transferred
from/to the GDLs to/from the BPs.
GFCs. The GFCs in the BPs provide the pathways
for the transport of the reactant gases to the GDL and
product water out of the electrodes. To ensure an even
distribution of the fuel and oxidant within the cell,
diﬀerent ﬂow ﬁeld designs with diﬀerent advantages
exist. The most commonly seen are straight parallel,
serpentine, and interdigitated ﬂow ﬁelds.1,8
GDL. The GDLs are porous media located between
the BPs and the CLs. Thus, not only they allow uniform distribution of the reactants across the surface of
the CLs, but they also provide an electrical connection
(electrons transport) between the CLs and the BPs, as
well as creating a structural support for the CLs.1
CL. The CLs are the thin layers attached to both
sides of the membrane. It is on the surface of the CLs
that the electrochemical reactions that convert chemical
energy in electrical energy take place within a PEM
fuel cell.
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Membrane. The membrane is a solid polymer
electrolyte that separates the anode from the cathode
in a PEM fuel cell. In other words, it is an electronic
insulator that is also impermeable to the reactant gases
but allows protons transport. Thus, the desired
characteristics of a PEM fuel cell membrane are good
electronic insulation, good separation of hydrogen in
the anode side and oxygen in the cathode side, and
high proton conductivity.

Rationale for PEM fuel cell CFD modelling
As mentioned in ‘CFD’ section, CFD is foremost a
numerical method that is used to solve partial diﬀerential equations of ﬂuid dynamics. These partial diﬀerential equations are non-linear and analytical solutions
can only be obtained in a few simple special cases. In
order to obtain solutions to most problem of practical
interest, a CFD implementation is therefore necessary.5
This is applicable to PEM fuel cells as electrochemical devices, because the motion of the reactant gases
and product water is governed by non-linear conservation equations derived from ﬁrst principles of ﬂuid
mechanics making analytical solutions only possible
in 1D and highly simpliﬁed cases.
In addition to the analytical challenge of solving
non-linear equations in PEM fuel cell models, the
cost of manufacturing fuel cells and the cost associated
with their performance testing often render many
experimental techniques uneconomical. Thus, much
research work on fuel cells tries to improve the cell
performance by increasing its eﬃciency while decreasing manufacturing and testing costs, through CFD
techniques.
Indeed, over the past decade or so, CFD techniques
have been employed extensively to model PEM fuel
cells. The approach is based on numerical approximation of the solutions of the conservation equations of
mass, momentum, energy, current, and species transport on a computational domain that is discretized
using the ﬁnite-volume, ﬁnite-diﬀerence, or ﬁniteelement schemes.
Through CFD analysis, a deeper understanding of
the problem under consideration can be obtained. In
fact, the importance of CFD modelling and simulation
of fuel cell working processes has been repeatedly
addressed throughout the literature. For instance,
CFD can help understand water management within
a PEM fuel cell. Recalling ‘Working principle’ section,
water transport is one of the central issues in PEM fuel
cell technology.
CFD has many other important applications in
PEM fuel cell system analysis and is consequently of
immense technological and economic signiﬁcance.
Nevertheless, due to the complexity of the multi-physics
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phenomena occurring in a complete fuel cell, some simplifying assumptions are still necessary in order to
create a numerically tractable model of a complete
fuel cell.

Literature 3D multiphase flow CFD
models
The past few decades have seen the number of published modelling and simulation work on PEM fuel
cells increased dramatically. This has essentially been
made possible by recent advances in computational
techniques and the availability of high-performance
computing resources.
The majority of the literature’s 1D computational
PEM fuel cell models consider the direction orthogonal
to the membrane, with varying degrees of complexity and
details. The computational 2D models not only treat the
transport phenomena that occur inside the fuel cell in the
direction orthogonal to the membrane, but they also consider another additional direction, usually either the
dimension along the GFC or that perpendicular to it.
Although the pioneering 1D models and subsequent
2D models have signiﬁcantly contributed to the
advancement of PEM fuel cell modelling, these
models can only be used for particular phenomena in
PEM fuel cells due to the 3D nature of the transport
processes occurring in a PEM fuel cell. Consequently,
they are not suitable for parametric studies or optimization of fuel cell designs.9 Moreover, the transports of
mass, heat, and charges in porous structures are major
issues for these models.
To accurately predict cell performance, a realistic 3D
description of the cell geometry is necessary. Thus, 3D
computational models have been developed to better
understand the phenomena occurring within PEM
fuel cells and then predict their performance though a
full 3D description of a complete cell or a fuel cell stack
requires a considerable computational eﬀort. Threedimensional models consider eﬀects in both across
and along the gas ﬂow channel, in addition to the direction normal to the membrane.
This review intends to examine the majority of the
literature’s PEM fuel cell 3D multiphase ﬂow CFD
models though it is likely that it may not include all
of the published models. The focus is placed on comprehensive models that are relevant in the context of the
present review work. The time frame is set to cover any
of such models published through the second quarter of
2016, as of the time the present review has been completed. Thus, only the models that satisfy all criteria of
3D, multiphase ﬂow and CFD-based modelling are
included.
A direct comparison of the diﬀerent models is problematic because they vary in their approach and
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complexity to modelling multiphase ﬂow and phase
change, as well as their validation methods. Also, one
model may be well suited for speciﬁc operating conditions in a speciﬁc region, whereas another one would
not be. Therefore, the majority of this review delves
into discussing the advantages and potential drawbacks
of each model.
The bulk of the models treat phenomena such as
water and reactant transport, electrochemical reactions,
species and charge transport, mass transfer, heat transfer occurring during the cell operation, with the eﬀects
of geometry or operating conditions.
Thus, depending on the characteristics of the phenomena being investigated, and the level of details
included, the models can be divided into three distinct
groups: models for transport phenomena, models for
geometry or operating condition eﬀects, and models
for thermal eﬀects.
The pie chart in Figure 3 shows that transport phenomenon is the most studied subject in the reviewed
articles followed by geometry or operating condition
eﬀects and then thermal eﬀects. This trend can somehow be expected since the 3D architecture of PEM fuel
cells makes transport phenomena within them a 3D
problem inherently. Moreover, liquid water transport
and its eﬀects in the diﬀerent fuel cell components continue to capture the attention of many PEM fuel cell
researchers.
As was pointed out in previous paragraphs, 3D
models are more complete and they can be used for
design and optimization purposes. The focal point of
the literature models for geometry or operating condition eﬀect has been the design of the ﬂow ﬁeld; namely,
the inﬂuence of various ﬂow-ﬁeld designs on cell performance. The majority of the models for thermal

Figure 3. The reviewed papers according to their areas of
investigation.
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eﬀects are concerned with the temperature distribution
inside the cell and the eﬀects of this on the fuel cell
performance.
Table 2 summarizes the reviewed research papers. It
should be mentioned that none of the models listed in
Table 2 include all aspects of PEM fuel cell modelling.
Overall, the models vary in complexity, because of the
modelling of multiphase ﬂow and the implementation
of phase change, as well as other modelling assumptions that are used.

Modelling assumptions
Regardless of the type of multiphase ﬂow model being
used, it is often necessary to make some modelling
assumptions in order to simplify the problem under
consideration and thereby facilitate its numerical implementation without reducing the accuracy of the model.
Indeed, these assumptions must be based on wellestablished theories and practices.
Some commonly used assumptions in PEM fuel cell
modelling are steady state, ideal gases, laminar and
incompressible gas ﬂow, local thermal equilibrium,
and isotropic and homogeneous components materials.
For the state of water produced by electrochemical
reaction in the cathode CL, both vapour and liquid
assumptions are used.
Besides these assumptions, there are many other
component and operating condition-speciﬁc simplifying assumptions that are also used. Some of these
may, however, limit the capability of the model or
even lead to erroneous results.
An example is the isothermal assumption, which
means that the transport of thermal energy given by
Table 1, equation (4) is not solved. This can produce
results that are not physically representative when
phase change is accounted for. In fact, it has been
shown that the impact of temperature distribution on
the amount of water that undergoes phase change is
very signiﬁcant.41
Another example is considering the CL as an interface without thickness. Although this assumption
greatly simpliﬁes the CL modelling and facilitates its
numerical implementation, it may however introduce
inaccuracy due to the neglected contribution of ionic
resistance, particularly at low humidity.20 Furthermore,
experimental results suggest an agglomerate structure
for the CL,42,43 and it has been shown that agglomerate-type models agree better with the physical picture of
reactant transport processes in the CL and they best ﬁt
the experimental data.44–46
Also, many models neglect the inﬂuences of the
motion of liquid water in the GFCs. As pointed
out in ‘Components’ section, the GFCs in the BPs
deliver reactant gases and help remove product water.

Transport phenomena
Transport phenomena
Thermal effects
Thermal effects
Geometry/operating condition effects
Transport phenomena
Thermal effects
Geometry/operating condition effects
Transport phenomena
Transport phenomena
Transport phenomena
Transport phenomena
Transport phenomena
Geometry/operating condition effects
Geometry/operating condition effects
Geometry/operating condition effects
Transport phenomena

Berning and Djilali11

Mazumder and Cole12

Coppo et al.13

Matamoros and Bruggemann14

Al-Baghdadi and Al-Janabi15

Schwarz and Djilali16

Shimpalee et al.17

Jang et al.18

Ren et al.19

Wang20

Wang et al.21

Berning et al.22

Schwarz and Beale23

Schwarz and Djilali24

Berning et al.25

Yuan et al.26

Wu et al.27

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Thermal effects

Shimpalee and Dutta

Areas of investigation

1.

10

Authors and year

No.

Table 2. Summary of the reviewed research papers.

Steady-state
Non-isothermal
Steady-state
Non-isothermal
Transient
Non-isothermal
Transient
Non-isothermal
Steady-state
Non-isothermal
Steady-state
Non-isothermal
Steady-state
Non-isothermal
Transient
Non-isothermal
Steady-state
Isothermal
Steady-state
Isothermal
Transient
Isothermal
Transient
Non-isothermal
Steady-state
Non-isothermal
Steady-state
Non-isothermal
Steady-state
Non-isothermal
Steady-state
Non-isothermal
Steady-state
Non-isothermal
Transient
Non-isothermal

Basic assumptions

(continued)

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with previous model results

None

Comparison with previous model results

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with previous model results

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with experimental data

None

Comparison with previous model results

Model validation

Kone et al.
9

Areas of investigation
Transport phenomena
Transport phenomena
Geometry/operating condition effects
Geometry/ operating condition effects
Transport phenomena
Thermal effects
Transport phenomena
Transport phenomena
Geometry/operating condition effects
Geometry/operating condition effects
Transport phenomena
Transport phenomena
Geometry/operating condition effects

Authors and year

Cordiner et al.28

Fink and Fouquet29

Kang et al.30

Chiu et al.31

Sun et al.32

Cao et al.33

Hossain et al.34

Jiang and Wang35

Mancusi et al.36

Choopanya and Yang37

Ferreira et al.38

Jo and Kim39

Khazaee and Sabadbafan40

No.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

Table 2. Continued

Steady-state
Isothermal
Steady-state
Non-isothermal
Transient
Isothermal
Steady-state
Isothermal
Steady-state
Isothermal
Steady-state
Non-isothermal
Steady-state
Isothermal
Transient
Non-isothermal
Steady-state
Non-isothermal
Transient
Non-isothermal
Transient
Isothermal
Transient
Isothermal
Steady-state
Non-isothermal

Basic assumptions

Comparison with experimental data

None

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with experimental data

None

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with experimental data

Comparison with experimental data

Model validation
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This results in gas–liquid two-phase ﬂow in the GFCs.
Consequently, the reactant gases transport can be
hindered when considerable amount of liquid water
accumulate in the channels leading to poor cell performance. Thus, the eﬀects of liquid water in the
GFCs should be accounted for.

Models for transport phenomena
Berning and Djilali11 presented a model that accounts
for the major transport processes, as well as phase
change. The results show that phase change exists in
both the anode and cathode sides of the fuel cell. The
anode and cathode transports are however decoupled
in this model, the CLs are treated as thin interfaces, and
liquid water transport by electro-osmotic drag is
neglected.
Mazumder and Cole12 modiﬁed a model originally
proposed by Wang and Cheng47 by adding an additional governing equation for the formation and transport of liquid water. Although the numerical
predictions of the cell performance quantitatively
over-predict experimentally measured polarization in
the high current density regime, the results nonetheless
indicate that at critical current density, the saturation
levels can exceed 50% and are highest in the cathode.
Schwarz and Djilali16 incorporated the 1D multiple
thin-ﬁlm agglomerate catalyst model of Baschuk and
Li48 into a comprehensive 3D model to investigate the
eﬀects of transport limitations on cell performance in the
CLs. It was found that transport limitations and ohmic
losses in the CLs have substantial negative eﬀects on the
fuel cell performance. The model however does not consider the eﬀects of liquid water in the GFCs.
Ren et al.19 developed a gas–liquid two-phase ﬂow
and transport model to address the need to account for
all major ﬂow and transport phenomena with an
emphasis on various factors inﬂuencing cell performance. The results show that substituting the air with
oxygen and increasing the inlet gas velocity while
decreasing the thickness of the membrane and the
width of the rib will improve the cell performance.
This model assumes isothermal condition and water
phase change is only considered in the cathode CL. It
has been shown that phase change exists in both the
anode and cathode sides of the fuel cell.11
Wang20 investigated multiphase ﬂow, species transport, and electrochemical processes and their interactions using a two-phase ﬂow model but with the
assumption of isothermal condition. The results indicate that two-phase ﬂow can occur in both the anode
and cathode diﬀusion media, with the two phases coexisting at low humidity. This model does not however
account for water phase change.
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Wang et al.21 implemented a two-phase ﬂow model
to understand three critical issues in the channels: liquid
water build-up towards the outlets, saturation spike in
the vicinity of ﬂow cross-sectional heterogeneity, and
two-phase pressure drop. The results reveal that
liquid water builds up quickly at the entrance region
of the gas channel with the predicted saturation reaching as high as 20%. Water trapping around the geometrical heterogeneity was also found. This model is
limited to a single channel that is not integrated into
a full cell model.
Berning et al.22 presented a multiphase model that
describes the ﬂux of liquid water through the porous
media and into the GFCs. In this model, the overall
level of the predicted liquid saturation depends predominantly on the fraction of hydrophilic pores
which can be accounted for in the irreducible saturation. This can be a limiting factor for the accuracy
of the predictions since the results show that the irreducible saturation has an important impact on the limiting current density. Also, the interaction between the
gas and liquid phases in the GFCs is not considered.
Schwarz and Beale23 implemented a comprehensive
model to perform multiphase transport calculations
and to investigate the eﬀects of ohmic losses and transport limitations on current density distributions for the
cell design. It was found that the current density in the
cathode CL is concentrated near the gas channels inlets
due to the resistances of air and ﬂooding to oxygen
transport. The model however neglects the eﬀects of
liquid water in the gas channels.
Wu et al.27 developed a model that fully couples the
major transport processes and performed both liquid
and vapour production modelling. The results show
that the dynamic response of the fuel cell in vapour
production modelling is signiﬁcantly overestimated
compared to liquid production modelling. A potential
drawback of this model is that it was validated against
experimental data that were obtained using a diﬀerent
type of membrane material.
Cordiner et al.28 extended the validity of the existing
isothermal two-phase model of Cordiner et al.49,50 by
implementing a decoupled GDL model into a CFD
solver to describe the eﬀect of the representation of
liquid water ﬂooding on cell performance. It was concluded that ﬂooding must be treated as a 3D phenomenon, as it has diﬀerent impacts in diﬀerent regions of
the fuel cell.
Fink and Fouquet29 presented a model accounting
for the major transport phenomena and their coupling.
The simulation results show that liquid water mainly
accumulates below the channel lands where condensation takes place resulting in liquid water production. A
shortcoming of this model is that it does not study the
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inﬂuence of liquid water droplet movements on performance in the GFCs.
Sun et al.32 introduced Kirchhoﬀ transformation
technique and a combined ﬁnite element-upwind ﬁnite
volume approach for eﬃciently achieving a fast convergence and reasonable solutions for a two-phase transport model. The results demonstrate the eﬃciency of
the numerical technique used. The model used is, however, isothermal and does not take into account water
back diﬀusion eﬀect through the membrane.
Hossain et al.34 developed a two-phase model to
investigate the transport of species in the GDL considering liquid water saturation. It was found that
higher cell performance can be achieved by optimizing
the permeability of the GDLs. The main limits of this
model are the assumption of isothermal condition and
1D water transport in the membrane by back diﬀusion
only.
Jiang and Wang35 developed a two-phase ﬂow model
by fully coupling species transport, heat transport, and
electrochemical processes to investigate the formation
and the transport of liquid water. It was found that
liquid water build-up in the cathode channel dominates
liquid water spreading inside the cell and dictates the
performance of the fuel cell.
Ferreira et al.38 used the volume of ﬂuid (VOF)
method to numerically investigate two-phase ﬂow in
the anode gas channel and analyse water movement.
The results reveal that water moves as ﬁlms for hydrophilic channel walls, whereas it moves as a droplet
when the channel walls are hydrophobic. This model
is isothermal and phase change or electrochemical reactions are not considered.
Jo and Kim39 also used the VOF method to numerically investigate the dynamics of liquid water emerging
from a micro pore on the GDL into the GFC. It was
concluded that with decreased GDL surface contact
angle, droplets from the outer and inner pores move
along the side walls and the movement of droplets
from the centre pore shows complex patterns.
Furthermore, as the hydrophobicity of the side and
top walls increases, the GDL surface water coverage
ratio increases while the water volume fraction
decreases. This model is isothermal and phase change
or electrochemical reactions are not considered.

Models for geometry or operating condition effects
Al-Baghdadi and Al-Janabi15 conducted an optimization study using a multiphase model that incorporates
the signiﬁcant physical processes and the key parameters aﬀecting cell performance. The results show that
the model is capable of accurately quantifying the
impacts of operating, design, and material parameters
on the fuel cell performance. The main limits of this
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model are the treatment of the CL as a thin interface
and the consideration of phase change in the GDLs
only.
Jang et al.18 developed a model with conventional
ﬂow-ﬁeld designs to study the inﬂuences of ﬂow-ﬁeld
designs on fuel utilization, water removal, and cell performance. It was found that the cell performance of the
serpentine ﬂow ﬁeld is the best followed by the Z-type
ﬂow ﬁeld and the parallel ﬂow ﬁeld. The model assumes
isothermal condition and does not account for the
motion of liquid water.
Schwarz and Djilali24 used the multiphase ﬂow
model of Schwarz and Djilali16 to explore the implementation of spatially distributed catalyst loadings in
all three directions for both the anode and the cathode.
The results show that at high current densities, the
over-potential variations in the anode and the cathode
CLs are fairly large. This study does not examine the
use of variable composition for the CL.
Berning et al.25 extended a previously published
model by Berning et al.22 in order to account for
phase change kinetics and to conduct a comparison
between the interdigitated ﬂow-ﬁeld design and a conventional straight channel design. It was found that the
interdigitated ﬂow ﬁeld yields higher and more uniform
oxygen concentration as well as a lower overall liquid
saturation at the CL. The interaction between the gas
and liquid phases is, however, not considered in this
model.
Yuan et al.26 developed a multiphase model to predict the eﬀects of operating parameters such as operating pressure, cell temperature, relative humidity of
reactant gases, and air stoichiometric ratio on cell performance. The results indicate that increased operating
pressure and temperature can enhance the cell performance. Moreover, it was found that the best performance
occurs at moderate air relative humidity while hydrogen is fully humidiﬁed.
Kang et al.30 used a multiphase porous cathode side
model to study liquid water ﬂooding in an interdigitated ﬂow-ﬁeld design. The results reveal the existence
of a so-called liquid water avalanche phenomenon in
this type of cathode design. Also, the existence of three
distinct phases for liquid water ﬂooding process is
found; these are porous layer phase, channel phase,
and drainage phase. This model is limited to the cathode side only and heat transfer and electrochemical
reactions are not considered. Furthermore, the model
does not account for water phase change.
Chiu et al.31 presented a two-phase transport model
with parallel, interdigitated, and serpentine ﬂow-ﬁeld
designs to investigate the eﬀects of ﬂow-ﬁeld design
on cell performance and water removal. The results
show that the cell performance with parallel and serpentine ﬂow ﬁelds can be improved by reducing the
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height or the width of the channel; of the three ﬂow
ﬁelds, the interdigitated ﬂow ﬁeld is the most eﬀective
on liquid water removal. Potential drawbacks of this
model are the assumption of isothermal condition and
the use of a highly simpliﬁed multiphase model.
Mancusi et al.36 used a combined multi-ﬂuid and
VOF approach to study two-phase ﬂow in a tapered
channel design. The results show that tapering the
channel downstream enhances water removal due to
increased airﬂow velocity.
Choopanya and Yang37 developed a multiphase
model to investigate the eﬀect of the parallel and the
serpentine ﬂow-ﬁeld geometries on the cell performance
under both steady-state and transient operations. It was
found that in the steady-state run, the average current
density increases with the use of a serpentine ﬂow ﬁeld
due to superior water removal ability. For the transient
operation, the use of a serpentine ﬂow ﬁeld combined
with dry reactant gases help the removal of product
water and accelerate the transport of reacting species
to the reaction site. This model does not however
account for water phase change, and the dynamics
and movement of liquid water are not studied.
Khazaee and Sabadbafan40 developed a two-phase
model to investigate water management and the performance of PEM fuel cell with 1-serpentine and 4-serpentine channels ﬂow-ﬁeld conﬁgurations at diﬀerent
operating conditions. The results show that under identical conditions, the 4-serpentine conﬁguration outperforms 1-serpentine conﬁguration. However, the eﬀects
of liquid water in the channels are not studied in detail.

Models for thermal effects
Shimpalee and Dutta10 modiﬁed a model already presented by Dutta et al.51 by including the energy equation to predict the temperature distribution inside a
straight channel and the eﬀect of heat produced by
the electrochemical reactions on cell performance. The
predictions show that the cell performance depends not
merely on geometric or operating condition parameters
but also on the temperature rise inside the fuel cell. A
shortcoming of this model is that it neglects the heat
generated by ohmic resistance in the porous media and
the membrane.
Coppo et al.13 used the 3D implementation of a previously developed 2D model by Siegel et al.44,52 to analyse the eﬀects of temperature on the cell operation. It
was found that higher temperature positively aﬀects the
reaction kinetics. However, only the heat source due to
phase change in the cathode CLs is added in the energy
equation.
Matamoros and Bruggemann14 developed a model
that speciﬁcally computes water and heat management.
The simulation results show that the operating
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temperature has negative eﬀects on the hydrating properties of the membrane. The only heat sources included
in the model are Joule heating in the membrane and
latent heat in the cathode.
Shimpalee et al.17 extended the existing model of
Shimpalee et al.53,54 to include energy and water
phase change equations for studying phase change
and heat transfer. It was found that a single-phase
and isothermal model shows higher current overshoot
than a water phase change and non-isothermal model.
The model does not account for the heat sources due to
ohmic resistance in the porous media and the
membrane.
Cao et al.33 presented a two-phase model to investigate amongst other things the interaction between
water and thermal transport processes, and diﬀerent
boundary temperature of ﬂow plate. The results show
that the boundary temperature greatly aﬀects the cell
temperature distribution and indirectly inﬂuences water
saturation distribution. The model however neglects
liquid saturation in the channels.

Model validation
Validation is an essential aspect of any CFD-based analysis. During the validation process, the simulation
results are compared with known experimental data
or the results from previous numerical models.
Almost all of the models listed in Table 2 have been
validated using some kind of experimental data. These
include a detailed comparison of the predicted polarization curve or V–I curve with experimentally measured one. A comparison of the simulation results
with the results from previous models was also performed in a few cases. Overall, the results were found
to be in good agreement with either experimental or
previous model results.

Multiphase flow models and phase change
As described in ‘Multiphase ﬂow’ section, in PEM fuel
cells, the production of liquid water by the oxygen
reduction reaction and the phase change process are
the origin of two-phase transport. The gas phase has
multi-components (hydrogen and water vapour in the
anode side; oxygen, nitrogen, and water vapour in the
cathode side), while the liquid phase consists of only
pure water.
In the reviewed articles, multiphase ﬂow is modelled
using the multi-ﬂuid and multiphase mixture
approaches essentially although the VOF model as
well as some highly simpliﬁed models such as the moisture diﬀusion model, the porosity correction model,
and a model in which the liquid phase is treated as a
component of the gas phase is also used. Among other
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things, the multi-ﬂuid model requires the speciﬁcation
of phase change kinetics, whereas local equilibrium
between the gas phase and the liquid phase is inherently
assumed in the multiphase mixture model. For more
details on these topics, the reader is referred to the reference texts by Sunden and Faghri55 and Wang et al.7
In this section, a brief overview of two-phase ﬂow
modelling is presented with a summarized outline of the
selected multiphase ﬂow models given in Table 3. The
main water phase change mechanisms used are condensation of water vapour to liquid water and evaporation
of liquid water to water vapour.

are evaluated subsequently. The mass conservation
and momentum equations for the mixture read7
Mass
 
r  V~ ¼ 0
ð14Þ
Momentum
K
rP
V~ ¼ 


The mixture density and velocity are deﬁned as7

Multi-fluid model
The multi-ﬂuid approach of multiphase ﬂow modelling
consists of solving a set of conservation equations for
mass and momentum for each phase separately. The
two phases are usually coupled through the relative
permeability and the phase change terms. The following
are generic steady-state mass and momentum conservation equations in the porous media
Mass


r  "g V~g ¼ SPC




ð10Þ

r  "l V~l ¼ SPC

ð11Þ

Kg
V~g ¼ ð1  sÞ rPg
g

ð12Þ

Kl
V~l ¼ s rPg  DðsÞrs
l

ð13Þ

Momentum

ð15Þ

 ¼ sl þ ð1  sÞg

ð16Þ

V~ ¼ V~l l þ V~g g

ð17Þ

and

The mixture species conservation equation is
expressed as7






~ k ¼ r  Dkg,eff rckg r  wkl  ckg j~l þSk
r  k Vc
Mk  g
ð18Þ
where the convection correction factor  is a function
of the liquid saturation.
The multiphase mixture approach is best used when
the gas phase pressure dominates the liquid phase pressure or when high capillary numbers are encountered.
This approach reduces the number of variables and can
eﬀectively model the inﬂuence of the gas pressure on
the liquid. However, large number of mixture quantities
need to be calculated and the model may have convergence issues at higher saturations.55

Moisture diffusion model
The multi-ﬂuid approach best suits high saturation
conditions, as these demand a greater liquid resolution.
The model can resolve complex liquid motion and
accounts for the convection of liquid by the gas. As
for the disadvantages, the multi-ﬂuid model requires a
high number of variables and the coupling of the phases
can lead to unstable models.55

The moisture diﬀusion model is based on the unsaturated ﬂow theory. It is used to determine the transport of
liquid water when the only driving force is the capillary
pressure.
The transport equation of liquid water in the moisture diﬀusion model is written as55
r  ðDðsl Þrsl Þ þ S_l ¼ 0

Multiphase mixture model
As its name suggests, in the multiphase mixture model,
the phases are considered to be mixed; and thus, a
single set of conservation equations for the phase mixture is solved. Phase equilibrium is assumed and the
mixture quantities such as density and so forth, as
well as the relative velocity among diﬀerent phases

ð19Þ

where the capillary diﬀusion coeﬃcient D(sl) and the
mass source due to phase change S_l are given by55
Dðsl Þ ¼

l kl @pc
l @sl

ð20Þ

Multiphase flow model
Liquid phase is a component of gas phase

Multi-fluid

Multiphase mixture

Multi-fluid

Multi-fluid

Multi-fluid

Multi-fluid
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Mazumder and Cole12

Coppo et al.13
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Schwarz and Djilali16

Table 3. Summary of multiphase flow models and implementation of phase change.
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ð21Þ

The moisture diﬀusion model is well suited for low
capillary numbers and when surface tension is the dominant force on the liquid. It only requires one additional
equation to an existing single-phase model. A limitation
of this approach is that the inﬂuence of the gas pressure
on the liquid is not accounted for.55

Porosity correction model
In the porosity correction model, the transport of liquid
water is not modelled. Instead, it is assumed that liquid
water fully occupy some pores of the porous media,
meaning that no pore presents coexistence of gas and
liquid water. Thus, the volume fraction open to the gas
phase is determined by55
"g ¼ "ð1  sÞ

ð22Þ

This approach is best used in low relative humidity,
very small pores, and low current density conditions. It
does not require any additional transport equations
over the single-phase model. A major drawback of
this model is that it does not account for the motion
of liquid water.55

Volume of fluid
Volume of fluid
Multiphase mixture
Ferreira et al.38
Jo and Kim 39
Khazaee and Sabadbafan

VOF is a method for locating and advecting the interface in a gas–liquid two-phase ﬂow. The method proceeds by reconstruction of the interface shape and then
advection of the reconstructed interface in a given velocity ﬁeld.56 A single momentum equation such as the
one given by Table 1, equation (2) is solved and the
volume fraction of each of the ﬂuids is tracked throughout the domain.
The VOF method can capture the eﬀects of surface
tension making it well suited for micro-channel ﬂows in
which surface tension is an important and sometimes
dominant force. A limitation of the VOF technique for
multiphase ﬂow modelling is that it only deals with the
interface of the liquid and gas. The entire fuel cell
multiphase ﬂow computation is still dealt with by a
CFD package using the multi-ﬂuid or the multiphase
mixture model.

Ref.

Table 3. Continued

40

Porosity correction
Choopanya and Yang37

Multiphase flow model

VOF model

Phase change
In a thermodynamic system, the state of matter can
change from one phase to another. This transformation
process is known as phase change.
In PEM fuel cells, water may exist as three diﬀerent
phases: water vapour, liquid water, and dissolved
water. Since this type of fuel cell operates at relatively
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low temperatures (50–100 C), phase change is thus frequently encountered.
In fact, liquid water present within the cell can evaporate into water vapour, and conversely, water vapour
can condense into liquid water. Also, phase change
occurs from water vapour to dissolved water (water
uptake into the polymer phase of the CL) and from
dissolved water to liquid water (water released from
the polymer phase of the CL). In many phase change
models, the occurrence of water phase change is determined by the gas-phase humidity.
In the selected papers, phase change kinetics is
mainly implemented in the form of evaporation and
condensation. The total amount of water undergoing
evaporation depends on the level of undersaturation
and the surface area of the liquid phase.
Condensation is fundamentally diﬀerent from evaporation as it can occur on any hydrophilic surface. Water
vapour condenses into liquid water droplets when the
local water vapour pressure exceeds the local saturation
pressure.
In the majority of the articles reviewed, dissolved
water resulting from the transport of protons in the
CLs and the membrane is not considered as a separate
water phase. Consequently, dissolved water relatedphase change processes are neglected; dissolved water
is simply treated as part of the liquid phase.
However, since the protons produced in the CL are
assumed to be dissolved in water and are transported
along with the water molecules through diﬀusion, due
to a concentration gradient between the anode and the
cathode, and electro-osmotic drag; dissolved water
should be considered as a separate water phase, and
thus dissolved water-related phase change processes
should be treated separately. The governing equation
of dissolved water transport is written as52
DDW,eff ðr  rcDW Þ þ

nd
i,eff ðr  ri Þ ¼ SPC
F

ð23Þ

The total rate of water vapour transfer into dissolved
water is calculated as follows46


Svapor to dissolved ¼ adso cW  cDW

if cDW 5 cW
ð24Þ

The total rate of dissolved water transfer into liquid
water is calculated as follows46


Sdissolved to liquid ¼ deso cDW  cLW

if cDW 4 cW
ð25Þ

where cW represents the equilibrium water concentration and adso and deso are water adsorption and
desorption mass transfer coeﬃcient, respectively.

Numerical procedures
In this section, salient numerical features of
the reviewed articles, such as system boundary, computational domain, and CFD solvers used are discussed.
A summary of this information is given in Table 4.

System boundary
In PEM fuel cell modelling, deﬁning a manageable
system boundary in order to reduce computational
eﬀorts without compromising accuracy is often
necessary.
From Table 4, it is very apparent that the vast
majority of the models analysed take advantage of
the symmetric layout of the fuel cell geometry to only
model a single GFC on both anode and cathode sides
with the corresponding GDLs and CLs and the membrane as illustrated in Figure 4. This reduces the computational eﬀorts considerably. A full 3D description of
a complete cell or a fuel cell stack would require very
large computing resources and overly long simulation
time. Thus, a complete cell is only computed in ﬁve
cases (in the models for geometry or operating condition eﬀects mainly) and the simulation of a complete
fuel cell stack is not performed.

Computational domain
In terms of modelling domain (computational domain),
two distinct approaches are used in the reviewed papers
for computing the numerical solutions of PEM fuel cell
mathematical models according to the diﬀerent regions
within the cell. These are single-domain and multidomain approaches, with a greater number of the
models reviewed adopting the single-domain approach
(see Table 4).
In the single-domain approach, the generic conservation law equations are used for the entire modelling
domain and only the source terms vary according to
each region or component, whereas in the multidomain approach diﬀerent forms of the same equations
are solved in each region or component within the cell,
and boundary or initial conditions may be required on
internal interfaces.
The advantage to the single-domain approach is that
it does not require the speciﬁcation of interface conditions between the individual fuel cell components and
aid in parallel computing. It may however involve a
careful numerical manipulation of the equations to
retain a model that is physically realistic since all of
the equations are solved at once over the entire model
which can also be wasteful in terms of memory and
speed.
The multi-domain approach can eﬃciently deal with
decoupled components. It is however ineﬃcient when
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Table 4. Summarized numerical features of the reviewed papers.
Ref.
10

Shimpalee and Dutta
Berning and Djilali11
Mazumder and Cole12
Coppo et al.13
Matamoros and Bruggemann14
Al-Baghdadi and Al-Janabi15
Schwarz and Djilali16
Shimpalee et al.17
Jang et al.18
Ren et al.19
Wang20
Wang et al.21
Berning et al.22
Schwarz and Beale23
Schwarz and Djilali24
Berning et al.25
Yuan et al.26
Wu et al.27
Cordiner et al.28
Fink and Fouquet29
Kang et al.30
Chiu et al.31
Sun et al.32
Cao et al.33
Hossain et al.34
Jiang and Wang35
Mancusi et al.36
Choopanya and Yang37
Ferreira et al.38
Jo and Kim39
Khazaee and Sabadbafan40

System boundary

Computational domain

CFD software

Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Complete cell
Complete cell
Double flow channels with GDL and MEA
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Single flow channel
Single flow channel with GDL and CL
Complete cell
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Complete cell
Complete cell
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Single flow channel with GDL and MEA
Complete cell
Single flow channel
Single flow channel
Complete cell

Single domain
Multi-domain
Single domain
Single domain
Single domain
Multi-domain
Single domain
Single domain
Single domain
Single domain
Single domain
Single domain
Multi-domain
Single domain
Single domain
Multi-domain
Single domain
Single domain
Multi-domain
Multi-domain
Single domain
Single domain
Multi-domain
Single domain
Single domain
Single domain
Single domain
Single domain
Single domain
Single domain
Single domain

Fluent
CFX
CFD-ACEþ
CFDesign
Own written
Unspecified
Fluent
STAR-CD
Unspecified
Unspecified
Own written
Fluent
unspecified
Fluent
Fluent
CFX
Fluent
Fluent
Fluent
AVL FIRE
Fluent
CFD-ACEþ
Own written
Own written
Fluent
Fluent
Fluent
Fluent
Fluent
Fluent
Fluent

codes

codes

codes
codes

CFD: computational fluid dynamics; GDL: gas diffusion layer; MEA: membrane electrode assembly.

coupling dominates and it does not readily facilitate
parallelization.

Solvers
As explained in ‘CFD’ section, for a CFD solver to
solve a non-linear diﬀerential model, this must ﬁrst be
converted into a system of linear algebraic equations.
In most CFD software, this conversion is performed by
means of the ﬁnite volume method (FVM), which discretizes both the computational domain and the conservation equations using highly sophisticated
algorithms.
For the coupling of velocity and pressure, the majority of the available CFD codes use the semi-implicit
method for pressure-linked equations algorithm

although the pressure-implicit split-operator algorithm
is also used.
Based on the literature model overview, one can say
that Fluent is well suited for 3D PEM fuel cell modelling. More details on the most frequently used CFD
codes for PEM fuel cell simulation is provided in
‘CFD codes for PEM fuel cell modelling’ section.

CFD codes for PEM fuel cell modelling
There are several CFD codes that can be used for PEM
fuel cell model simulation ranging from commercial
software through open source free codes to own written
programs.
Although most of these software use similar techniques for the discretization of both the computational
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It includes a model for water transport through the
membrane, a model for transport of liquid water
saturation through the porous media, and the liquid
saturation model for two-phase ﬂow in the channels.58

Figure 4. A single straight channel with corresponding GDL
and MEA.
GDL: gas diffusion layer; MEA: membrane electrode assembly.

domain and the partial diﬀerential equations
(e.g. FVM) and have similar capabilities to deal with
the multidimensional eﬀects of the phenomena taking
place in the fuel cell, they occasionally diﬀer in their
approach to modelling multiphase ﬂow and the phase
change processes.
This section gives a brief overview of the most commonly used CFD software for the numerical modelling
and simulation of PEM fuel cells.

Commercial codes
AVL FIRETM. AVL FIRE is a multi-purpose thermo-ﬂuid
CFD software package that is capable of simulating
ﬂuid dynamics problems involving complex geometries
and the interplay of advanced physics and chemistry.57
The multiphase ﬂow modules consist of Eulerian and
Lagrangian multiphase modules. The Eulerian multiphase module uses the multi-ﬂuid modelling approach
of multiphase ﬂow and thus allows the calculation of
the volume fraction distribution for each phase in addition to all other ﬂow variable. The Lagrangian multiphase module accounts for droplet break-up,
turbulence dispersion, collision and coalescence, distortion and drag, evaporation as well as droplet/wall interaction. It thus allows a detailed study of the movements
of the droplet.57
CFD-ACEþ. CFD-ACEþ is an advanced CFD and
multi-physics software that enables coupled simulations
of ﬂuid, thermal, chemical, etc. phenomena. It is speciﬁcally designed for parallel computing on high performance workstations and clusters but it also works
on normal computer systems.58
The software provides built-in models for the modelling of electrochemistry and ﬂow through porous
media and small channels. The PEM fuel cell module
accounts for the fundamental physics of PEM fuel cell.

CFX. ANSYS CFX is a general purpose ﬂuid dynamics
program that oﬀers an abundant choice of physical
models, capturing any type of phenomena related to
ﬂuid ﬂow. Its highly parallelized solver supports the
simulation of ﬂow in porous media, multiphase ﬂow,
phase change, and so forth.59
Two distinct multiphase ﬂow models are provided,
Eulerian–Eulerian multiphase model and a Lagrangian
particle tracking multiphase model. The Eulerian–
Eulerian multiphase model allows the modelling of
multiphase ﬂow using either the multiphase mixture
or the multi-ﬂuid modelling approaches. The
Lagrangian particle tracking multiphase model
models the total ﬂow of the particle phase by tracking
a small number of particles through the continuum
ﬂuid. The particles could be solid particles, drops, or
bubbles.60
COMSOL MultiphysicsÕ . COMSOL Multiphysics is a very
versatile software platform for various coupled
phenomena.61
A battery and fuel cell module that can be used to
model the underlying electrochemical phenomena in
the electrodes and electrolytes of batteries and fuel
cells is provided. The CFD module allows the modelling of multiphase ﬂows as well as ﬂow in porous
media. Multiphase ﬂow is modelled using the bubbly
ﬂow, multiphase mixture, or Eulerian–Eulerian
multiphase models. Phase changes are described using
built-in step functions.61
Fluent. ANSYS Fluent is a general purpose ﬂuid
analysis software package with broad physical modelling capabilities for modelling ﬂow, turbulence, heat
transfer, and reactions for industrial applications.62
It provides a fuel cell module that can be used for the
modelling of electrochemistry, current and mass transport, heat source, liquid water formation, and transport
in PEM fuel cells.63
Two distinct approaches are used for the numerical
calculation of multiphase ﬂows: the Eulerian–
Lagrangian approach and the Eulerian–Eulerian
approach. In the Eulerian–Lagrangian approach the
ﬂuid phase is treated as a continuum by solving the
Navier–Stokes equations, while the dispersed phase is
solved by tracking a large number of particles, bubbles,
or droplets through the calculated ﬂow ﬁeld. In the
Eulerian–Eulerian approach, the diﬀerent phases are
treated mathematically as inter-penetrating continua.
Three diﬀerent Eulerian–Eulerian multiphase models
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are available in Fluent: VOF model, the mixture model,
and the Eulerian model.64
STAR-CDÕ . CD-adapco STAR-CD and STAR-CCMþ
are well-established software platforms for industrial
CFD simulation that are capable of solving complex
multidimensional and multi-physics models.
STAR-CD has been used with a specialized PEM
fuel cell module (es-pemfc) to gain a better understanding of water management as well as electrochemistry in
PEM fuel cell, leading to optimized cell performance.65
STAR-CCMþ can perform comprehensive simulations involving electrochemistry allowing fuel cell
modelling. Multiphase ﬂow modelling is completed
using Eulerian multiphase model, with other models
within the Eulerian framework, such as the Eulerian
multiphase mixture model, VOF, ﬂuid ﬁlm, and the
dispersed multiphase model.66

Free codes
OpenFOAMÕ . OpenFOAM is an open source CFD code
that can solve anything from complex ﬂuid ﬂows involving chemical reactions, turbulence, and heat transfer,
to solid dynamics and electromagnetics.67
The object-oriented design of the software which is
written in Cþþ allows the implementation of own
models and numerical algorithms. Thus, the user has
complete freedom to customize and extend any existing
functionality.67
A wide range of solvers is provided for the simulation of ﬂow in porous media and multiphase ﬂows. The
approaches available for the modelling of multiphase
ﬂows range from a system of two ﬂuid phases model
with one phase dispersed, through VOF phase fractionbased interface capturing approach, to multiphase mixture and multi-ﬂuid models.67

Other codes
Besides the conventional CFD codes outlined above,
there exist other CFD codes which are also capable of
performing the same numerical modelling and simulation of PEM fuel cells, and often with equal results.
These are usually highly specialized own written programs developed by individual academic or industrial
research groups. Multiphase ﬂow is modelled using
either the multiphase mixture or the multi-ﬂuid modelling approaches mainly.

Summary and outlook
A comprehensive review of the open literature 3D
multiphase CFD models for PEM fuel cell was conducted. This revealed the large volume of published
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work dealing with the modelling and simulation of
transport phenomena in PEM fuel cells, as well as thermal management and the inﬂuence of geometry or
operating conditions on the cell performance.
It is diﬃcult to directly compare the published
models because of the modelling of multiphase ﬂow,
phase change, and other modelling assumptions, as
well as model validation methods used by the authors.
Nevertheless, it appears that 1D and 2D models are
only suitable when focusing on particular phenomena,
whereas 3D models allow multi-physics simulations of
a single component, a complete cell, or even a fuel cell
stack and they can be used for design purposes.
Thus, the 3D PEM fuel cell models presented in a
selection of journal papers were thoroughly analysed.
This revealed that comprehensive 3D multiphase ﬂow
CFD models that elucidate the complex couplings of
electrochemical kinetics and multiphase transport are
still greatly in need though signiﬁcant advances have
been made in PEM fuel cell modelling.
Indeed, truly functional and predictive capabilities
remain a challenge due to deﬁciencies in models for
two-phase transport in the GFCs and the porous
media. A further limitation of many of the existing
comprehensive 3D models is that they do not consider
the detailed composition and structure of the CLs, despite the important role of the CLs in determining the
cell performance.
Therefore, more research is required to develop
models that include the detailed composition and structure of the CLs. Such comprehensive models should
also consider the eﬀects of the movement of water
droplet in the GFCs, the existence of phase change in
both the anode and cathode sides of the fuel cell, as well
as dissolved water transport and related phase change
mechanisms. These matters have thus far received little
attention.
As for the CFD codes used for PEM fuel cell modelling and simulation, it has been noted that the market
is largely dominated by a few major brands, such as
Fluent, CFD-ACEþ, CFX, STAR-CD, COMSOL,
AVL FIRE, and OpenFOAM. Although these software
packages diﬀer in appearance and capabilities, fundamentally they are all the numerical solvers of partial
diﬀerential equations with attached multi-physics
models and in some cases a specialized fuel cell module.
Finally, in view of all that has been mentioned so far,
one may suppose that optimizing PEM fuel cell designs
to provide better thermal and water managements,
while reducing the costs associated with the testing
and operation of PEM fuel cell remains a key technological challenge for this type of fuel cell. Thus, it is
likely that in the future, with further advances in
numerical procedures and computational techniques,
CFD modelling and simulation will continue to play
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an important role in tackling this technological challenge for the PEM fuel cell technology.
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Appendix
Notation
A
Bm
c
cp
C

surface area (m2)
Spalding mass transfer number
concentration (mol m3)
specific heat capacity (J g1 K1)
condensation rate (s1)
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d
D
D
F
j
j~l
k
k
kc
ke
kxm
K
m_
M
n_
nd
N_
ND
pc
P
r
R
RH
s
S
Sh
Shc
She
t
T
u~
u m
V
V~
w
x
X
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characteristic length of water diffusion (m)
diffusivity (m2 s1)
diameter (m)
Faraday’s constant (96,485 C mol1 e)
mass flux (kg s1 m2)
capillary diffusion flux
thermal conductivity (W m1 K1)
rate constant (s1)
condensation rate (s1)
evaporation rate (s1)
convective mass transfer coefficient
permeability (m2)
mass flux of water due to phase change
(kg s1)
molar mass (kg mol1)
volumetric mass flux due to condensation
(kg s1 m3)
drag coefficient
mass flux of water due to phase change
(kg s1)
number of droplet per control volume
capillary pressure (Pa)
pressure (Pa)
mass
flux
due
to
condensation
(kg s1 m2)
universal gas constant (8.314 J mol1 K1)
relative humidity (%)
liquid water saturation
source term
Sherwood number
condensation rate (s1)
evaporation rate (s1)
time (s)
temperature (K)
velocity (m s1)
mean molecular speed (m s1)
volume (m3)
velocity (m s1)
mass fraction
mole fraction
mole fraction

Greek letters
m
"





mass accommodation coefficient
porosity
dynamic viscosity (Pa s)
density (kg m3)
conductivity (S m1)
potential (V)

Subscripts and superscripts
cond
CV
drop
DW
e
E
eff
evap
g
H2O
i
k
l
L
LV
m
M
P
pc
PC
sat
v
V
w
W

condensation
control volume
droplet
dissolved water
electrical charges
energy
effective
evaporation
gas
water
ionic charges
species k
liquid
liquid
mass transfer from liquid to vapour
mass
momentum
phase change
phase change
phase change
saturation
vapour
vapour
water
water

